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Abstract: The point of departure of this article is to put into question the ways in
which existing Yeats scholarship probes his poetry focused on the issue of aging
solely from the spiritual point of view—examining how Yeats forged aging into a
time of renewal of life force and resuscitated imaginative energy in the face of
bodily and pathological disintegration in the old age. Not a few Yeats scholars tend
to resort to a prescribed understanding of the poet’s achievement in his old age as
seeking for an antidote for creative stasis. What this approach entails is that one is
likely to mold a “universal” Yeats and to gloss over specificities and contingencies
embedded in reading Yeats through the lens of his views of aging. I thus aim to
break away from the existing scholarship on the problem of aging in Yeats’s poetry
by taking a twofold approach: first, situating Yeats’s ideas of aging in the context of
the insights of age studies; second, linking the poet’s ideas of aging to his troubled
relationship to the new Irish Free State with a focus on “Sailing to Byzantium.”
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는 지에 초점을 맞추는 경향을 보여왔다. 이러한 접근 방식의 문제점은 예이츠가 보여
주는 나이 듦에 대한 시적 모색이 내포하고 있는 특정 문맥과 특수성을 도외시한 채
그의 문학이 성취한 보편성을 지나치게 강조하는 것이라 할 수 있다. 이러한 문제의식
속에서 이 논문은 이중의 방식으로 예이츠에 나타난 나이 듦의 문제를 살펴본다. 먼저
나이 듦의 문제를 ‘에이지 연구’를 통해 드러난 시간성에 대한 통찰을 규명하고, 이를
바탕으로 ｢비잔티움으로의 항해｣를 중심으로 시인이 어떻게 신생 아일랜드 자유국의
현재와 미래에 대한 불안과 기대감을 시적으로 형상화하고 있는지 살핀다.
주제어: 예이츠, 나이 듦, 에이지 연구, 시간성, 사후성
저자: 윤성호는 한양대학교 영문과 부교수이다.
서은숙은 한양대학교 영문과 박사과정 학생이다.
____________________________________

When you are old and grey and full of sleep,
And nodding by the fire, take down this book,
And slowly read, and dream of the soft look
Your eyes had once, and of their shadows deep;
How many loved your moments of glad grace,
And loved your beauty with love false or true,
But one man loved the pilgrim soul in you,
And loved the sorrows of your changing face;
And bending down beside the glowing bars,
Murmur, a little sadly, how Love fled
And paced upon the mountains overhead
And hid his face amid a crowd of stars.
—“When You Are Old” (1891)

I. Aging: A Lifelong Obsession

A

genetic determinism tends to view longevity as a kind of “aberrance”

resulting from civilizing process and technological advancement. One of the
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ways to deal with this biological determinism would be to frame aging as not
accidental. In other words, while nobody can avoid getting old and eventually
shuddering at impending mortality, one is able to face squarely life’s most
feared chapter by revolutionizing a new vision of old age and redefining it as
a period of spiritual fulfillment and maturity. Following such a lead of the
commonplace wisdom to cope with aging, Yeats critics seem to have brought
up the insipid story that sublimates old age into a time of reinvigorated
energy and creative ripeness. Needless to say, W. B. Yeats is well known for
having been acutely aware of being decrepit with old age throughout his
career and even for having undergone the “Steinach operation” to rejuvenate
male sexual potency. Indeed, aging in his voluminous body of poetry can be
considered “an obsession”:
That preoccupation [with aging] runs straight through his individual poetic
volumes, from The Wanderings of Oisin and Other Poems (1889) to his
posthumous Last Poems (1940). It appears not only in individual poems but
also in Yeats’s architectonic arrangement of his volumes, which often begin
and end with poems concerning aging and death; such as his most powerful
volumes, The Tower (1928), which begins with “Sailing to Byzantium” and
closes with “All Soul’s Night.” The first poem starts with the famous line
“That is no country for old men,” whether that is Ireland, nature, or even
life itself; the last poem conjures figures from life while calling up
“mummy truths,” a phrase that signifies ambivalence toward the escape
sought in the volume’s first poem. (Bornstein 46)

A poet, who advances into age with remarkable artistic achievement like
Yeats, is hard to find in literary history. One may flash on Milton, Goethe,
or Sophocles in this regard, but what Yeats accomplished in his old age
without showing any declination of imaginary power and artistic passions is
literally phenomenal. Nonetheless, a matter of urgency here is to ask what
may be lost when probing Yeats’s understanding of aging alchemized in his
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poetry solely from such a spiritual point of view—examining how Yeats
forged aging into a time of renewal of life and resuscitated imaginative
energy in the face of bodily and pathological disintegration in the old age. It
is not too far-fetched to observe that most Yeats scholars not infrequently
resort to a prescribed understanding of the poet’s achievement in his old age
as a heroic quest for an antidote for creative stasis. For example, Zhou Fang
in her study of Yeats’s early poetry of aging identifies his early poems as
“evidence testifying to Yeats’s liberation from the restraints of aging and his
reunion with the buried young self” (280). Rajeev Patke in his comparative
reading of Yeats and Stevens explains how aging is embedded in their poetry
as follows: “as the body ages, the mind comes up with novel ways of
dealing with age; as death approaches, the imagination responds with new
forms of creativity, in which less is more, and age discovers modes of
expression unknown to youth” (56). Bornstein is not far from these appraisals
when he invokes “an old man’s frenzy” in his analysis of “An Acre of
Grass” to illustrate how Yeats attempts “to remake himself and continue as a
productive artist” (57). What such readings entail is that one is likely to mold
a “universal” Yeats and to gloss over specificities and contingencies that
constitute our interpretative practices in reading Yeats through the lens of his
views of aging. I thus aim to cut out a road by taking a twofold approach:
first, situating Yeats’s ideas of aging in the context of the insights of age
studies; second, linking the poet’s ideas of aging to his troubled relationship
to the new Irish Free State with a focus on “Sailing to Byzantium.”

II. (Un)Acting One’s Age
Some of the insights I adopt to read Yeats’s poetry on aging originate
from an emerging filed generally called “age studies.” Building upon some
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seminal works such as Kathleen Woodward’s collection Figuring Age:
Women, Bodies, Generations (1999) and Margaret M. Gullette’s Aged by
Culture (2004), this new field as a belated category of inquiry places “age”
on the center stage of debate as an important axis of social and symbolic
difference. Age studies can be defined by its principal directions it is now
taking as a means of extending its methodological parameters: an examination
of the culture of aging from a point of view of feminism; a broadening of
youth culture studies in a larger context of cultural studies; an exploration of
temporality, especially through the insights of queer theory.1) In a Foucauldian
sense, a social apparatus that controls the range of relations to one’s age can
also specify a distribution of “temporal abnormals” about the norm and
discipline them into becoming knowable and available to the calculations of
power.2) Given such contours of age studies, a question I would like to pose
first is how it can produce a new type of chronotope or new imagination of
time as a critique of narratives that transact the prescriptive divide of young
and old. For, age categories may also deviate from expected norms and
redefine themselves unexpectedly by mutating the time of social and cultural
possibilities while regulating social relations. As long as our life cycle is
viewed in terms of “progress” in the first half of life and “decline” in the
second half, such a view results in another kind of narrative of bildung—an
understanding of life as developmental or progressive, which characterizes
what Margaret Gullette calls a “prospective age narrative” (16). Nonetheless,
an alternative age-form implied by age studies can potentially represent a
counterpart to the dominant regime of age in the sense that old age can
signify something other than the backward memory of the past that associates
old age with inevitable decline and decay:
The meaning of age and aging are conveyed in large part through the moral
and psychological implications of the narrative ideas we have been inserting
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into our heads, starting when we were very young indeed. Artistic and
technological products, like the stories we ordinarily tell ourselves and one
another, are permeated by the preexisting inventions of culture. It matters
where a given society […] permits dense, interesting, encouraging narratives
about aging, and for how long in the life course, and whether those ideas
are dominant or merely subordinate or resistant. Our age narratives become
our virtual realities. Certainly, whichever accounts you and I find ourselves
living with and seeing the world through make a fundamental difference to
the quality of our lives, starting with our willingness or reluctance, at any
age, to grow older. (Gullette 11)

Age categories are grounded on the practices that represent our temporal
position within the temporal duration, but it is important to notice that this
duration imaginatively corresponds to the life span. The categories represent
our temporality by referencing how we appear to move through time: when
one ages, he or she navigates in the direction of the so-called “arrow of
time” and yet alongside those categories. My interest here lies in how deeply
two different modalities of time are implicated in our conception of age. One
the one hand, age categories designates us in the life cycle through
demarcations such as infant, adolescent, adult, middle-aged, and old, thereby
grounding us with a palpable sense of being “here and now.” On the other
hand, they may create a certain state of “becoming” that helps us conceive
our being as moving through time. It is this sense of moving through a
medium called “time” that enables us to draw ontologically meaningful
distinction between past, present, and future that places us before or behind a
particular time.
Given such a two-faced nature of age, it becomes clear that age entails a
complex representational politics since we can both enact and un-act our age:
we enact our age according the life course’s demarcations to obtain the sense
of being “here and now”; we un-act our age as well in the way that affects
how we remember or relinquish the past, how we live in the present, and
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how we bear anticipation toward the future by inserting ourselves into this
subjective flow of time. As such, we are not completely vulnerable to the
arrow of time but rather we can discover unpredictable temporal trajectories
by not acting our age in various manners. It is precisely what I mean by
“un-acting one’s age” that serves as a means of moving well beyond
reiterating the same old story of a poet taking an arduous journey for a
renewal of life in the face of decrepitude.

III. To Sing of What Is Past, Passing, or to Come
Awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1923, Yeats wrote of his
medal: “I was good-looking once like that young man, but my unpracticed
verse was full of infirmity, my Muse old as it were. Now I am old and
rheumatic, and nothing to look at, but my Muse is young.”3) Many critics
take this declaration to be an unmistakable sign of the poet’s extraordinary
feat of sublimating old age and of his fervent belief that his own Muse
grows younger with time and his poetic creativity matures with aging. It is
hard to deny that one can find in that speech a Yeatsian lifelong struggle
with anti-thesis and contradiction of life, but, at the same time, it should not
go unnoticed that such an understanding ends up consolidating a “universal”
Yeats, thereby covering up the contingencies and specificities deeply
embedded in his poetry on old age and aging.
As Yeats evolves from his earlier poetic creation deeply concerned with
Celtic revival and Irish nationalism as a romantic exile who Seamus Deane
argues even “distorted history in the service of myth” (32), his poetry evinces
an air of detachment of a poetic persona. For the Yeats who became more and
more mature with time, Ireland was not a “grateful” soil. It was “ungrateful”
for art in particular, and, as its corollary, the Anglo-Irish tradition, which had
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once fostered Swift, Goldsmith, Burke, Congreve in the eighteenth century, did
not come to fruition any more. An array of social upheavals such as the
Catholic Emancipation Bill, the Land Agitation, and Fenian Movements had
trumpeted out a violent nationalist gale throughout the nineteenth century. Most
dramatically, a week of riots Synge’s Playboy caused in 1907 and the aftermath
of the riots brought about Yeats’s heartbreaking recognition of how much
Ireland was torn with nationalist fervor and was eager for stirring propaganda
disguised as literature. In the wake of the reverberating outcry of the audiences,
“kill the author,” Yeats turned into the world he once shunned as a romantic,
yet without yielding to its norms. Such a poetic shift is at the heart of the
locus of the maturity of his poetry, approximately written from 1914 on—the
maturity into his quest for “Unity of Being” in terms of giving his own country
a sense of what it could be and redefining himself as an artist who feels never
flagged by the impoverishment of creativity and spirit. Yeats’s poetic visions
can never be limited to a particular political affiliation and a set of outright
binaries such as Irish/English, nationalist/unionist, or republican/loyalist, etc.
The dialectic and ever-evolving nature of his oeuvre is thus identified by its
complexity, uncertainty, and self-divisiveness of his imagination since the
Yeatsian world “revolves around conflicts between opposing desires, claims, and
tendencies” (Howes 14). It is precisely within this context that his poetry of
aging should be discussed.
In

this

light,

“Sailing

to

Byzantium”

(1927),

written

by

the

sixty-two-year-old poet, deserve critical attention. Yeats was astonishingly
prolific in his final years, continually producing plays and prose as well as
poetry. Two of his best collections, The Tower and The Winding Stair and
Other Poems, were published respectively in 1928 and 1933, followed by
Last Poems and one of his finest play, The Death of Cuchulain in 1939. In
these years, the old poet is seen to be preoccupied with the problems of
death, spiritual journey, immortality, aging, mysticism, philosophy in such
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poems as “The Tower,” “Death,” “A Prayer for Old Age,” “Under Ben
Bulben,” “A Man Young and Old,” “Among School Children,” “Sailing to
Byzantium” among many others, but the portrait of the old poet one can
paint from Yeats during this period is never close to that of a poet
characterized by calm prudence and serene perspicacity. In a sense, Yeats
became radical and even extravagant in his old age. His inclination for
authoritarianism not infrequently suspected of leaning toward fascism has
triggered many controversies among scholars; he was adamant about revolting
against curtailing civil liberties such as outlawing divorce and legalizing the
censorship of publication in the new Irish Free State.4) Like his great poetry
of the 1920s and 1930s, “Sailing to Byzantium” is structured by an array of
antinomies, but those antinomies are not intended for seeking reconciliation or
transcending the binary structure itself but for deliberately holding them in
tension. It is the way in which the old poet copes with the paradoxical
discrepancy between his bodily and imaginative capabilities and brings into
sharp relief the interdependence of them in the entangled web of Irish history.
“Sailing to Byzantium” begins with a geographical contrast implied by the
third person pronoun “that”:
That is no country for old men. The young
In one another’s arms, birds in the trees
—Those dying generations—at their song,
The salmon-falls, mackerel-crowded seas,
Fish, flesh, or fowl, commend all summer long

What is begotten, born, and dies.
Caught in that sensual music all neglect
Monuments of unageing intellect. (CP 217)

“That” country is described as densely fraught with vibrating sensuality of the
young embracing one another, the birds singing in the tress, the salmon
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leaping upstream, and the seas teeming with the mackerel. It serves as a
contrasting backdrop for an unidentified speaker who is now lamenting that
“that is not a country for old men.” It is not until an aged man is introduced
in the next stanza that all those contraries Yeats informs, à la William Blake,
are brought to bear upon why the aged man has left “that” country:
An aged man is but a paltry thing,
A tattered coat upon a stick, unless
Soul clap its hands and sing, and louder sing
For every tatter in its mortal dress,
Nor is there singing school but studying
Monuments of its own magnificence;
And therefore I have sailed the seas and come
To the holy city of Byzantium. (CP 217)

The sensual lovers, birds, and fish may “commend all summer long,” but
they are not aware of “what is to come” since their vital sensuality seemingly
ensconced in the present comes only at the cost of neglecting “monuments of
unageing intellect.” It then becomes clear why the aged man has voyaged
from “that” country to Byzantium. What the speaker has left behind is a
world ringing with sensual music all summer long, but it is also a place of
mutability where the young ignores the old—the old who are referenced by
an objective correlative, the “monuments of unageing intellect.” In contrast,
Byzantium is presented as a “holy city” characterized by its immortality and
changeless art. The poet-speaker thus in an incantatory tone entreats the sages
of Byzantium to help him transcend the world of the mortal and the sensual
through art and unageing intellect. Such a wish is projected onto an artificial
gold-and-enamel singing bird—a work of art that will exist forever not like
the poet caught in the prison of his bodily decrepitude.
The poet-speaker asks the sages to be his soul’s “singing-masters”: “O
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sages standing in God’s holy fire/ As in the gold mosaic of a wall,/ Come
from the holy fire, perne in a gyre,/ And be the singing-masters of my soul”
(CP 217). Subsequently, he hopes that they will consume his heart away—
taking him away from the heart “sick with desire” and fastened to his own
decaying body called “a dying animal” to the “artifice of eternity,” a Keatsian
world of a Grecian urn existing outside of time. In the final stanza, he
declares that he will get out of the mutable world of nature and will never
take any “bodily form” to learn to sing like a golden bird, a great work of
eternal art, which is entitled to singing of the past, the present, and the
future:
Once out of nature I shall never take
My bodily form from any natural thing,
But such a form as Grecian goldsmith make
Of hammered gold and gold enamelling
Or set upon a golden bough to sing
Of what is past, or passing, or to come. (CP 218)

After reading through “Sailing to Byzantium” as I have done so far, some of
the first questions arising from that reading itself are what the poet-speaker
really wants to sing of when he identifies himself with an artifice of eternity
and what he exactly means by singing “of what is pass, or passing, or to
come”—an act of invocation of his own muse to sing outside of time or to
sing of time only to be reminded of tragic human bondage to time itself? Is
this poem all about a sixty-one-year-old poet struggling with his aging body
and seeking for a spiritual rejuvenation?
David Lloyd maintains that it is crucial to understand how Yeats’s later
poetry is inflected by Yeats’s postnational or postcolonial consideration of the
new Irish Free State: “the meditation on the conditions for the foundation of
the state intersects with a meditation on the conditions for writing poetry”
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(60).5) The emphasis on the interrelatedness of politics and aesthetics may be
taken to be a truism, but it takes on its full critical force when brought to
bear upon the vexed question of Yeats chafing against Irish nationalism and a
newly emerging country. He was appointed a Senator of the Irish Free State
in 1922, served for two terms, and was deeply involved in politics throughout
the late 1910s and 1920s—a politically turbulent time remembered by
epoch-making events in Irish history such as the Anglo-Irish War and the
Irish Civil War. Into this historical context are tightly textualized his
uncertainty about where his loyalty belongs and his doubt on nationalist ideals
that have eventually turned out to be catastrophic for a unified Ireland.
Therefore, just as the poet is meditating in “Meditations in Time of Civil
War” (1923) on the Anglo-Irish past, his own dwelling in the present, and
his descendants’ future, the very act of singing “of what is past, or passing,
or to come” is itself interlocked with the complex web of Irish history.
One of the difficulties in reading “Sailing to Byzantium” lies in the fact
that the geographical contrast—a country the poet has left and a holy city he
has reached—is not neatly resolved into the Yeatsian “Unity of Being.” While
the quasi-mythical Byzantium may be regarded as a place where “Unity of
Being” is achieved, the discrepancy between the country of the young and
another of the old is held out throughout the poem and consistently kept
unresolved.6) It is not like the affirmation of an organic whole made up of
opposites in the last stanza of “Among School Children” as symbolized by
the images of the chestnut tree that is not leaf, blossom, or bole but the sum
total of all three and the dancer as both a living body and a work of art.
Neither is it like the realization of the paradoxical interdependence of life and
death in “The Wheel”: “Through winter- time we call on spring, / And
through the spring on summer call, / And when abounding hedges ring /
Declare that winter’s best of all; / And after that there’s nothing good /
Because the spring-time has not come- / Nor know that what disturbs our
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blood / Is but its longing for the tomb” (CP 237).
The enduring contrast of “that” country of the young and “this” country
of the old whose “this-ness” is implied by the use of its counterpart, the
third-person pronoun “that,” causes us a kind of amused perplexity, which is
at the heart of the mystery of “Sailing to Byzantium.” An argument I would
like to put forward here is that the poet’s fierce desire for eternity is
ironically brought into being only when pitted against his disappointment or
disillusionment he once felt in “that” country. Indeed, it is not too far-fetched
to suggest that the discussion of “that” country is a relatively uncharted
critical terrain in the studies of “Sailing to Byzantium”: it is a poem about a
journey to the place of eternity, but why the poet has been fundamentally
dislocated from “that” country is as important a question as what he pursues
in Byzantium. Given various historical contexts and the poet’s involvement in
the politics in the 1920s that are inscribed in “Sailing to Byzantium,” it
becomes immediately clear that the country of the young refers to, if not
outright mimetically, the new Irish Free State which Yeats felt a mixture of
attachment to and detachment from.
More than anything else, “Sailing to Byzantium” is a poem that can be
characterized by the tripartite temporal divide of past, present, future, as well
exemplified by its final line, “Of what is past, or passing, or to come.” If
that tripartite temporal division underlies the poem, the country for the young
or Irish Free State can be defined as a place where the poet was not able to
sing of past, present, and future as he is now in Byzantium. What constitutes
the country of the young are the lovers, birds, and fish and the country is
thus saturated with sensuality and vitality. Those lovers, birds, and fish are,
however, called “dying generations” because they are frozen in time while
singing “all summer long whatever is begotten, born and dies.” It is
interesting that the whole process of birth, growth, death is associated with
sterility and impotence. It is at this point that one realizes that the temporal
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flow of “begotten, born, and dies” in the first stanza shifts to the modalities.
Put otherwise, the young in the Irish Free State deals with not so much
“what was, what is, what shall be” as “what might have been, what should
be, what is to be”—not the tenses but the modalities inflected by wish,
desire, and apprehension that revolves around an emerging nation’s anxieties
about its uncertain destiny. Accordingly, time in “that” country is “caught in
that sensual music,” in which “what is past” exists as a lost-ness radically
detached from “what is passing,” “what is passing” as a replication of the
lost-ness of the past, and “what is to come” not in relation to what comes
before but only as a kind of empty time of “still yet-to-be.”
Therefore, the sensual music cannot enable the young in “that country” to
face what is to come and they are eventually left with a sense of a
foreclosed future. This is the contradiction of the barren youth whose sterility
can never guarantee its continuity into the future, and the obsessive
attachment to the present paradoxically become a compelling evidence of a
diminishing future or the threat of no future. This understanding of the
country of the young, always already shadowed by impending threat of no
future and plagued by the anxiety of securing an impossible future, carries
immense weight when juxtaposed with Yeats who remained fairly skeptical of
the promise of the future of Irish Free State whose sterility is inexplicably
linked to a shrinking horizon of future potentiality. The “here and now” of
the new state merely exists between being rooted in the unalterable ancestral
past and being urged toward a still processed future. When he casts doubt on
the future of Irish Free State, Yeats stands in the way of that illusion of
continuity as such by calling into question both the claims of the “always
already” and the promise of achieving the “yet-to-be.” This critical
intervention in the temporal continuity underlies the voyage the poet
undertakes from “that” country to Byzantium, and a deep structure of
temporality can be discovered by taking a round trip from Ireland to
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Byzantium and back to the point of departure as a means of disturbing the
young and old binary.
One can hardly refuse to admit that aging and deteriorating health hit
Yeats terribly when composing the collection, The Tower, and the poet was
preoccupied with the problems of aging, death, immortality. But there is a
deeper structure of time in his imaginative journey to Byzantium that can
never neatly packed into a symbolic journey out of the mortal world to the
eternal realm of art—thereby alerting us to the false promise of the future
that may deliver violence in the name of securing an impossible future and
to the peril of seeking to achieve duration through understanding history as a
linear and developmental narrative. As such, Yeats declines to conceive of
youth as the authorizing basis for historical continuity. He declines to
conceive of aging as an endpoint, too. This is the way Yeats sheds light on
what it means “to decline to decline.”

Notes
1) In addition to the foundational contribution of Woodward and Gullette, see Joe Austin and Michael
Willard’ collection, Generations and Youth: Youth Cultures and History in Twentieth-Century
America (1998), Sarah Chinn’s Inventing Modern Adolescence (2008), Lee Edelman’s No Future:
Queer Theory and the Death Drive (2004), Steve Bruhm and Natasha Hurley’s collection,
Curiouser: On the Queerness of Children (2004), to name a few for an immediate introduction of
age studies and its current eruption into diverse disciplines.
2) Foucault in his seminal The History of Sexuality helps many scholars in related fields create a
useful framework to understand and contest normativity. He discusses the development of
bio-power within the context of regulatory mechanisms: “Such a power has to qualify, measure,
appraise, and hierarchize, rather than display itself in its murderous splendor; it does not have to
draw the line that separates the enemies of the sovereign from his obedient subjects; it effects
distributions around the norm. I do not mean to say that the law fades into the background or that
the institutions of justice tend to disappear, but rather that the law operates more and more as a
norm, and that the judicial institution is increasingly incorporated into a continuum of apparatuses
(medical, administrative, and so on) whose functions are for the most part regulatory” (144).
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3) www.writersalmanac.org/note/june-13-birthday-william-butler-yeats/
4) For Yeats’s ambivalent stance toward the new Irish Free State, see Bernard G. Krimm, W.B.
Yeats and the Emergence of the Irish Free State. 1918-1939: Living in Explosion (1981) and
Joseph M. Curran, The Birth of the Irish Free State, 1921-1923 (1980).
5) Lloyd continues to argue that “the political questions raised by Yeats’s later poetry are
inseparable from aesthetic questions, just as, in his earlier writings, a symbolist aesthetic is
inseparable from the politics of cultural nationalism. But where the earlier writings are devoted
to the project of founding and forging a nation, the later writings, in the wake of the Irish Free
State’s foundation, subject all acts of foundation to the most rigorous examination within a set
of aesthetic terms which are profoundly antithetical to any tradition of symbolism” (60).
6) Yeats in A Vision characterizes Byzantium by its cultural capacity to achieve “Unity of Being”: “I
think that in early Byzantium, maybe never before or since in recorded history, religious, aesthetic
and practical life were one, that architects and artificers—though not, it may be, poets, for
language had become the instrument of controversy and must have grown abstract—spoke to the
multitude and the few alike. The painter, the mosaic worker in gold and silver, the illuminator of
sacred books, were almost impersonal, almost perhaps without the consciousness of individual
design, absorbed in their subject-matter and that the vision of a whole people” (279-80).
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